EREQUESTER ANYWHERE!
BIG PRODUCTIVITY FROM SMALL SCREENS

Critical Productivity for a Mobile Workforce!

Spend Wisely

Flexibility and mobility have been key areas of growth for businesses,
with no signs of slowing. Streamlining an organization’s mobile
productivity and finding ways to remove speed bumps from internal
processes is becoming a major area of focus for efficiency based savings.

Optimized for Mobile

The mobile workforce is expected to steadily grow
by nearly 10% over the next five years
eRequester anywhere with a collection of mobile enhancements that
will easily streamline purchasing and expense management between
multiple locations and a decentralized mobile workforce.
Each feature is designed to
maintain eRequester’s top-rated
ease-of-use and functionality,
while delivering an optimized
mobile experience.





Remove common delays
caused by out of the office or
traveling approvers
eRequester’s ease-of-use
optimized for the small screen
Stay informed and up-to-speed
while out of the office
Real-time visibility into
requisitions and critical data

Get More Information

Mobile Expense
Mobile Approval
Email Approval

®

Learn more and get enhanced
productivity on-the-go!

Get Started!

www.erequester.com/scs
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REQUEST ANYTHING. APPROVE ANYWHERE.
(well, almost anywhere.)

Efficiency, Visibility & Ciritical Data Delivered to Your Mobile Devices
eRequester anywhere. Get the features, productivity and spend data you need while on the road. Save time
and money by streamlining processes to remove bottlenecks and common delays.
Stay connected and in-the-know with eRequester’s mobile solutions:
EXPENSE MANAGEMENT ON-THE-ROAD

Tracking expenses and payment requests for reimbursements can be hard to
manage while on the road. eRequester designed the mobile Expense Management
experience with users in mind. You’ll be able to utilize the built-in intelligence to
help your mobile users easily enter expenses, use prepopulated data, enter mileage
and have multiple ways to upload attachments while on-the go. Plus, you’ll get
the full Expense Management feature set for the office with features like; trip preapproval, per diem rules, flexible spending rules, and more.
Mobile Expense Management saves time when submitting expense reports and
removes a lot of the challenges to improve compliance.

MOBILE APPROVAL HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER

All of the information and flexibility you’ll need to stay informed and on top
of requests while on the road! Get email notifications and easily see pending
approvals. Drill down to see the item details, attachments, and other vital data in a
mobile optimized user interface.
Quickly and easily use a smartphone or tablet to login and review requests to:
Approve, Reject, Request a Change, and more! eRequester gives you all of the data
at your fingertips to make an informed decision while out of the office.

EMAIL APPROVAL FROM VIRTUALLY ANYWHERE

eRequester’s Email Approval Module gives your team the ability to quickly approve
requisitions by simply responding to an email while out of the office, traveling or
even in a meeting. Users do not need to be connected to their work network in
order to process the approval or rejection, so it can be done from virtually anywhere.
Email notifications also deliver key requisition details for a quick overview; vendor,
cost, approval routing, and much more right from your inbox.

Get Started Today!

https://www.erequester.com/scs

